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Here’s what colourful clouds on alien gas giants
would look like
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Like a burning coal

By Emily Benson

Imagine a world where the skies glow traffic-cone orange and indigo. You could genuinely
enjoy such a view of a particular kind of faraway planet, partly because of the way temperature
affects the colours of its clouds.

Such planets belong to a class called hot Jupiters, gas giants that lie much closer to their stars
than Mercury sits to our sun – which means their orbits can last just days or even hours. We
have seen evidence of clouds in their atmospheres, but the details are still, well, cloudy.

“We know they’re there,” says Vivien Parmentier at the University of Arizona in Tucson. “But
we have no idea what they are made of.”

That’s a problem because clouds can obscure information about the worlds below them, like
how much water there is, Parmentier says. Knowing that could give us clues about how and
where the planets formed.

Astronomers know that hot Jupiters are made up of roughly the same stuff as their stars.
Chemical compounds condense at specific temperatures, so a particular material could form
clouds in cooler areas and evaporate in warmer ones. But without knowing how temperature
changes across a planet, we don’t know which materials form the clouds at any given location.

To figure it out, Parmentier and his colleagues built a model of temperature variation across a
planet’s face, based on factors like how far it is from its star and wind circulation.

A hot Jupiter always shows the same face to its star – just as we always see the same face of the
moon – so its day side is much hotter than its night side. The Coriolis effect swirls that heat
around in the atmosphere, making the trailing edge of the day side particularly hot.

The resulting temperature profile is largely determined by the distance between the planet and
its star, Parmentier found. Closer, hotter planets show a larger difference between their
warmest and coolest areas, while farther-flung planets are more uniform. Tweaking other
factors in the model, like how clouds insulate the planet or reflect sunlight, had only a small
effect on how heat gets distributed.

The team was curious how the planets’ day sides might appear to someone looking down from
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a well-insulated spaceship. Armed with those temperature maps and a list of the elements
likely to be present on hot Jupiters, the researchers were able to paint a picture of the view.

Places without cloud cover would appear an even deeper blue than Earth’s sky because of the
presence of sodium, which absorbs red light. The hotter day-side edge of the closest planets
would glow like a burning coal. Hotter planets would be mostly cloudless too, although there
would be some white silicate clouds. More distant planets would be mostly cloaked in reddish-
orange manganese sulphide clouds.

Kevin Heng at the University of Bern in Switzerland points out that a similar shift in cloud
types has been proposed for a different class of objects, called brown dwarfs. But while we’ve
observed dozens of those objects, we only have data on a handful of hot Jupiters. “One should
be a bit cautious,” he says. “The idea is interesting, but I wouldn’t believe it until we have more
data points.”
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